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Abstract

Deep-learning-based techniques have been widely
adopted for autonomous driving software stacks for mass
production in recent years, focusing primarily on percep-
tion modules, with some work extending this method to pre-
diction modules. However, the downstream planning and
control modules are still designed with hefty handcrafted
rules, dominated by optimization-based methods such as
quadratic programming or model predictive control. This
results in a performance bottleneck for autonomous driving
systems in that corner cases simply cannot be solved by enu-
merating hand-crafted rules. We present a deep-learning-
based approach that brings prediction, decision, and plan-
ning modules together with the attempt to overcome the
rule-based methods’ deficiency in real-world applications
of autonomous driving, especially for urban scenes. The
DNN model we proposed is solely trained with 10 hours
of valid human driver data, and it supports all mass-
production ADAS features available on the market to date.
This method is deployed onto a Jiyue test car with no mod-
ification to its factory-ready sensor set and compute plat-
form. The feasibility, usability, and commercial potential
are demonstrated in this article. 1

1. Introduction
Autonomous driving software on the market to date is

usually designed following a classical engineering method-
ology called “divide and conquer”, where the problem is di-
vided into smaller sub-tasks to reduce complexity. These
sub-tasks usually include perception, prediction, motion
planning, and control. However, this easily interpretable
rule-based method is highly dependent on accurate prior
knowledge, which severely restricts its scalability. High-
definition (HD) maps, among various forms of prior knowl-
edge, play a crucial part in offering rich semantic infor-
mation, greatly lessens the burden of perception and enor-
mously facilitates planning tasks for autonomous driving.
Unfortunately, HD maps are proven hard to scale up due
to the complexity and costliness of map generation and

1Test records will be available at https://github.com/weijian-sun/GAD

Figure 1. Comparison on the design of model-based planning.
(a)Imitation planner with single trajectory output ( [22,24,35,44]).
(b)Sample a bunch of candidates and evaluate with cost volume(
[3, 21, 38, 48]). (c)Proposed generative method, in which the data-
driven generator gets feedback from the evaluator.

maintenance, as well as failure to reflect changes in real-
world road conditions timely, which is often constrained by
resource-intensive collection processes. Furthermore, the
rule-based planning module is held accountable for most
failures and deficiencies of the autonomous driving sys-
tem in real driving scenarios, especially for urban scenes.
Hence, it is often regarded as the bottleneck of the entire
software stack. New rules must be designed and re-tuned
in accordance with different driving scenarios and new cor-
ner cases. This process is expensive and it scales poorly for
the simple fact that the scenario space for the Autonomous
Drive Vehicle(ADV) is infinite while rules can only be of
limited number.

End-to-end autonomous driving, which aims to consider
sub-tasks in a full-stack manner jointly, has been proposed
to resolve the above issues. Methods [5,20,22,24,25,30,33,
40] that direct learning from raw sensor data to planning tra-
jectories or driving commands eliminate the need for hand-
crafted heuristic rules and the prerequisite HD maps, avoid-
ing infomation loss and better adapt to diverse scenarios.
However, these approaches lack interpretability which plays
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a key role in understanding and tracing how the system en-
volves, thus will be difficult for the developer to optimize.
Interpretability is of key importance in a safety-critical sys-
tem, particularly if a bad event were to happen in mass pro-
duction. Moreover, the absence of modularized structure
and prior knowledge makes these methods very brittle when
deployed in real-world closed-loop.

To overcome the aforementioned problems, we explore
an alternative method that runs entirely on the edge and
purely relies on on-the-fly computation of local topology re-
constructed with landmarks and occupancy grids [12] based
on perception results. The reconstruction is designed to sup-
port motion planning in urban scenarios, and we explore
its practicality for daily commuting first, primarily due to
considerations of scalability and mass production feasibil-
ity. We believe this is effective for two primary reasons.
Firstly, landmarks provide sufficient cues for driving in a
cruise scenario - it generally consists of lane keep and lane
change for following and overtaking behaviors regardless
of how road topologies are organized. Secondly, for turn-
ing scenes, we gather routing information from historical
commuting trajectories and avoid collisions with the help
of real-time occupancy. However, the proposed method-
ology is not limited to commuting scenarios; it supports a
versatile selection of route formats. We also validated its
non-commuting variant in the experiments.

To break the bottleneck brought by rule-based plan-
ning but maintain the system’s explainability and stability,
we propose a general framework to handle the prediction-
planning tasks in a data-driven and integrated manner. Our
framework consists of a trajectory generator and evaluator.
The generator utilizes vectorized embedding from paramet-
ric input to perform trajectory generation, while the evalua-
tor leverages rasterized non-parametric info in grid form to
validate and score candidates2. We validate our framework
in a closed loop by deploying and testing it in real-world
user-level autonomous driving vehicles.

We elucidate the rationale behind our architectural that
segregates perception from the comprehensive end-to-end
stack: Firstly, for mass production friendly concern, the
modularized perception provides explaninablity and tun-
ablitiy, Secondly, information articulated in parametric
form facilitates reasoning at the agent level, not solely
for application within the safety layer and the analysis
of explainable cases, but also to enhance our trajectory
generation processes. Thirdly, parameterization encom-
passes post-tracking and fusion for the results of single or
multi-modal detection on raw sensor data which remain
formidable unresolved issues, particularly when consider-

2We note that by parametric form we mean the structured numerical
representations of certain perception outputs, such as the observed vehicle
states. Conversely, the non-parametric form refers to unstructured repre-
sentations that cannot be described by parameters, such as occupancy.

ing the substitution of these processes with a model to attain
comparable results. We leave perception involved version to
follow up works when those issue resolved in the future.

The real-world closed-loop validation needs to be high-
lighted as well: Firstly, a on road planer will adjust to
the target in the loop to keep safe and comfortable since
real-world planning needs handle the deviations brought by
the external disturbances and controller’s modeling errors,
which is hard to simuate and omitted by open-loop plan-
ner as well. Secondly, the validity of the trajectory can-
not be verified from the perspective of the downstream con-
troller. Since unexpected and unreasonable jerks and curva-
tures can only be tested when the controller is in the loop
with the planner. The above limitations make the results in
open-loop or simulator less convincing and leaves the ef-
fectiveness of those methods (like UniAD [22], VAD [24],
mile [20], ST-P3 [21]) unknown for onboard road tests and
mass production.

Our key contributions are summarized as follows:

1. We propose an industry-level paradigm for data-driven
prediction-planning with an HD map-free setting. Our
model leverages non-parametric information with bet-
ter tolerance to upstream perception and handling pre-
diction and planning tasks in one backbone.

2. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first evalu-
ation of such system in a complex, real-world, urban
road with a factory-ready sensor set and compute plat-
form. We demonstrate the imperative of closed-loop
evaluation compared to imitation metric adopted by
extensive offline studies.

3. We extend the state-of-the-art data-driven approach
and propose a method that goes beyond simple imi-
tation or trajectory sampling and instead reasons about
the potential in generative learning by combining max
marge planning with multi-modal imitation. As de-
picted in Fig. 1

2. Related work
2.1. End to End Learning&Validation

End-to-end autonomous driving has become a signifi-
cant research focus, with numerous recent studies. These
methods, using neural networks, produce planning trajecto-
ries or control commands, with many [20, 40, 47] focusing
on closed-loop simulator experiments [10, 27]. However,
a persistent domain discrepancy exists between the simu-
lated environment and the actual world, especially in terms
of sensor data fidelity and the dynamic states of agents. The
accurate modeling of agent behaviors and the simulation of
real-world data [14] within closed-loop environments con-
tinue to pose formidable challenges that have yet to be re-
solved. Recently, open-loop experiments with real-world
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data have attracted more attention [21, 22, 24, 48]. Methods
like UniAD [22] claim their effectiveness in improving fi-
nal planning performance by involving learning intermedi-
ate tasks. However, it relies on an additional optimal control
module to obtain a feasible trajectory and prevent collisions,
which violates the initial purpose of breaking optimization-
based deficiencies in motion planning task. Nevertheless,
the effectiveness of open-loop demonstration has been chal-
lenged by [28] in terms of imbalanced data distribution
and metric limitation. We address these contentious issues
by rigorously validating our approach through real-world
closed-loop road test, wherein the proposed methodology
eschews the dependence on conventional optimization al-
gorithms to derive trajectories that adhere to specified con-
straints.

2.2. Data Driven Prediction

Prior research has extensively explored actor-based pre-
diction methods for future driving dynamics. These meth-
ods either produce specific trajectories [2, 4, 32, 51] or use
generative models to outline probable outcomes [17,26,36,
41]. In order to encode scene context, a classic CNN ar-
chitecture can be applied to a rasterized map to predict 2D
coordinates [8]. More recent methods have started to lever-
age the topologic graph obtained from HD maps in order to
better represent lane connectivity. VectorNet [13] encodes
map and agent as polylines with a global interaction graph.
LaneGCN [29] treats actor past and the lane graph sepa-
rately and then fuses them with a series of attention layers.
Temporal occupancy maps [19, 23, 37], on the other hand,
provide another option to forecast grid or heat map at the
scene level. We follow the philosophy of [11,18,38,42,46]
in modeling scene-level representations but propose a multi-
stage pipeline to perform forecasting in both formats. More-
over, unlike typical methods, which heavily rely on the
precision of trajectory output, our agent results are mainly
adopted in the safety layer and to boost some of our sam-
plers.

2.3. Data Driven Planning

For imitation based methods, modeling strategies from
trajectory prediction are adopted, which build an imitation
decoder trained under the supervision of human demon-
stration. Apart from the aformention end to end works,
SafetyNet [44] developed a machine learning planner and
tested it in downtown San Francisco, but the model can
hardly avoid collision without the help of a fallback layer.
VAD [24] modeled the driving scene as a fully vectorized
representation. PlanT [35] proposed a transformer-based
backbone in actor-level representation and validated in sim-
ulation. However, the monotonous single trajectory imita-
tion suffers from robustness and lacks interpretability [6],
thus difficult to tune by case and hard to scale up. More

recently, explicit methods with great interpretability have
been shown to adapt better to more challenging environ-
ments. Such approaches usually build a cost volume with
a trajectory sampler to generate the desired trajectory by
choosing the optimal candidate with the lowest cost. The
cost volume is organized in a non-parametric form learned
directly from the network [3, 7, 38, 48, 49]. Beginning with
pioneering work on NMP [48], DSDNet [49] and P3 [38]
made further developments that combined hand-made and
learning-based costs to obtain an integrated cost volume.
In the follow-up work, MP3 [3] introduced a mapless ap-
proach, while ST-P3 [21] explored vision-based inputs. We
also adopt this combination to choose the best trajectory but
extend the system’s robustness by boosting the generating
algorithm with modularized perception output. In contrast
to all methods above, which solely rely on a rule-based sam-
pler, our model leverages multi-modal imitation learning to
build a diversified hybrid trajectory set and stays safe by be-
ing evaluated in an interpretable cost volume as a summary
of scene occupancy and agent motion.

3. Methods
3.1. Input Representation

The goal of this paper is to present a deep learning (DL)
pipeline that goes from prediction to motion planning in an
integrated manner; hence, it is not our intention to cover
perception at length. In our work, the perception module
follows a typical mainstream design that provides tracked
entities, landmarks, and occupancy voxels (also known as
volumn pixels) by incorporating images from a suite of in-
dependent cameras with different field of views (FoVs) to
formulate a surround view at 360 degrees. The percep-
tion module has a deep neural net that directly stitches fea-
tures in bird’s-eye view (BEV) form, and transformers are
used to capture both spatial and temporal contexts. Occu-
pancy is also an integral part of outputs by this perception
module, providing a useful scene representation of a three-
dimensional world that offers free space for SDV to nav-
igate through. More details are provided in the appendix.
To encode upstream output for different usages, we design
representations for scene and instance levels3, which are ap-
plied to trajectory evaluation and generation, respectively.

Scene Representation We adopt rasterization proposed
by [9] for scene representation. Scene rasterization with
convolutional forwarding can better capture scene-level
cues compared to instance vectorization, avoiding informa-
tion loss to the maximum extent. Owing to the convolu-
tional network’s property of exploiting spatially local corre-

3We note that by scene we mean the overall environment context for
the current frame, by instance we mean the elements in the scene such as
ego, agent, landmark, route, etc.
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Figure 2. Model Structure of GAD. The model initiates with two streams for rasterization and vectorization respectively to encode scene
and instance-level features. The rasterization branch utilizes convolution layers to derive the scene embedding, which is then decoded into
cost volumes for scoring candidate trajectories from multiple samplers and prediction grid maps for agent prediction. Meanwhile the scene
embedding are cropped and incorporated with the instance encoding from vectorization branch to decode ego trajectory and agents’ future
movements.

lation, undefined or irregular elements like construction ar-
eas, traffic cones, and roadblocks can be incorporated with
a unified design regardless of how they are organized and
whether they have regularized shapes. Additional scene
information depicted by free space or occupancy, lacking
parametric description, can hardly be involved with vector-
ized representation and, once omitted, can be fatal to safety-
critical systems. To serve as a qualified trajectory evalua-
tor, BEV rasterization involves environment cues from on-
line perception outputs as much as possible to capture those
“devils in detail”. We follow the interpretable design as that
of in [3], but rasterize different scene elements(e.g. agent,
lanes, occupancy, route) into different binary channels to
enable reasoning about the distinct element separately. The
details can be found in our appendix.

Instance Representation The instance representation is
employed to address the shortcomings of scene encoding,
which are afflicted by the truth that, rasterization is prone to
distorting highly organized and structured information, ren-
dering it disorganized. Since this procedure is irreversible,
making it challenging to retrieve instance encoding for lane
center lines, road boundaries, and other elements. The vec-
torized representation combined with the transformer has
been proven to be superior to CNN forwarding on BEV

raster in terms of accuracy and efficiency [13] for the mo-
tion prediction task. To take advantage of modeling in such
form, we adopt vectorization [13] to encode the perception
outputs into vector sets. Instances with parametric descrip-
tion are encoded in the vector form, including route points,
ego and agent historical, lane center lines, and road bound-
aries, while non-parametric outputs are ignored, like occu-
pancy, construction area, roadblocks, and other irregular el-
ements. Each element includes position and type features,
with the position described relative to the ADV pose. The
relationships between separated elements are organized as
a graph.

3.2. Model Structure

We build a two-stream backbone network to encode in-
puts and extract agents and scene features separately. As
shown in Fig. 2. One steam processes the rasterized scene
while the other deals with the vectorized graph. To elab-
orate, the rasterization stream employs a convolutional en-
coder of multiple resolutions to derive the scene embedding,
responsible for aggregating geometric information from the
scene context to extract global appearance and motion cues.
The scene embedding is then passed through two separate
deconvolution decoders to generate the cost volumes and
the predicted grid maps respectively. Meanwhile, in the
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Figure 3. Multi-stage Prediction

other stream, inspired by [13], the instance-level encod-
ing is built on a hierarchical graph network-based architec-
ture. It consists of a PointNet-based [34] local sub-graph
for processing local information from vectorized inputs and
a global graph using a Transformer encoder [43] for reason-
ing about interactions over agents and landmark features.
Finally, the corresponding scene encoding for the agent is
derived via oriented crop [4] in ego-centric scene feature
and fused with instance encoding to obtain agent-level fea-
tures fagent. Then an imitation decoder is utilized to pro-
duce the trajectories for agents and the ego. The details for
the encoders and decoders are illustrated in the appendix.

3.3. Route

When HD maps are accessible, the input route is typi-
cally given in the form of a sequence of lanes that the ADV
should follow. However, in HD map-free settings, this is not
possible, especially for turning scenarios in intersections
where no leading landmark is available. In our mapless
setting, route information is derived from visual landmark
and human commuting trajectories for different scenarios
to substitute those absent cues. The lane center lines con-
structed by landmarks are mainly used in cruise and lane
change scenarios, while in turning scenarios, the starting
and ending positions are recorded in advance, once vehicles
approach the intersection, the human commuting trajecto-
ries will serve as route. More details can be found in the
appendix.

3.4. Prediction

We follow a multi-stage design for scene and agent pre-
diction. In the first stage, the pipeline aims to predict the
scene level grid map, also known as the heat map or occu-
pancy. We regress a grid map Gt

ij = dec(fras) with a res-
olution matches that of the rasterization input by decoding
the middle layer features.

The decoder, as mentioned in Sec. 3.2, shared an identi-
cal design as that of for cost volume but with the supervi-
sion from the rasterization of the agents’ future ground truth
box. This grid is trained with pixel-wise focal loss inspired

from [15]:

Locc pred = −
∑

ij [g̃ij(1− ĝij)
2log(ĝij)+

(1− g̃ij)ĝij
2log(1− ĝij)]

(1)

Here, g̃ij represents the class label for the grid, where g̃ij =
1 indicates that it is occupied.

In the second stage, the model forecasts agent-level tra-
jectories with the scene prior from the predicted grid. For
the agent-level prediction, we follow the interactive design.
Since the output trajectories are mainly adopted in sam-
pling for ADV’s following and overtaking, we only capture
nearby agents and assume they will interact with the ego.
In particular, we gather the corresponding probability of
nearby landmarks by accumulating grid probability belong-
ing to those areas, filtering out the candidates with higher
results as the target prior. Those landmarks indicate areas
where interaction is most likely to happen. The agents’ tra-
jectories will be decoded conditioned on that lane prior:

Traj = dec(fagent|flane) (2)

Here, fagent is the instance encoding as illustrated in
Sec. 3.2, flane is the corresponding lane encoding obtained
in the same way. For the training phase, the ground truth
˜lane corresponding to the agent’s future trajectory will be

labeled and incorporated as a condition prior:

Ltraj pred = L2( ˜Traj, dec(fagent|f ˜lane)) (3)

The training loss is measured by the L2 distance between
the predicted and ground truth trajectory.

3.5. Trajectory Evaluation

The previous section described a method for multi-stage
prediction that outputs grid maps and interactive trajecto-
ries. We now show that such grid maps combined with
perception occupancy can be integrated directly into an
end-to-end motion planner that makes use of space-time
cost volumes for scoring candidate trajectories. We fol-
low [48] in max-margin planning, but modify their deriva-
tion to take into account scene occupancy and predicted
grid map. Our evaluator decodes a space-time cost volume
Ct

xy = dec(fras) in grid form over future timestamps given
BEV raster. The cost of a trajectory is defined as the sum
of costs at its space-time way-points. The best candidate
trajectory is the one with the lowest cost according to the
learned cost:

s = argmin
ŝ∈S

∑
t

[C(ŝ) + αOcc(ŝ) + βGrid(ŝ)] (4)

where S represents the set of viable future trajectories, Occ

represents perception occupancy, Grid is the predicted grid
map, α and β are the weights respectively. Since selecting
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the minimum-cost trajectory within a discrete set is not dif-
ferentiable, we use the max-margin loss to penalize trajec-
tories that have small cost and are different from the human
driving trajectory or are unsafe. Let ŝ and s̃ be the input
and human trajectory respectively for a given example. We
utilize the max-margin loss to encourage the human driving
trajectory to have a smaller cost than other trajectories.

Lcost volume = max
ŝ

[C(s̃)− C(ŝ) +Diff(s̃, ŝ)] (5)

The Diff value here serves as compensation to quantita-
tively measure the difference between the human demon-
strated and our candidates. It has to tell how goodness of
the human driving or how badness of our samplers, quanti-
fied by planning targets, avoiding static collisions, and man-
aging dynamic interactions, etc. So that the evaluator can
assign comparable costs to the trajectories in our candidate
set. In particularly:

Diff(s̃, ŝ) = L2(s̃, ŝ) +O(ŝ) +G(ŝ) (6)

where O is the occupancy cost, G is the rest of the predic-
tion costs as defined in Sec. 3.4. The imitation loss L2 mea-
sures the l2 distance between trajectory ŝ and the ground-
truth s̃ for the entire horizon.

3.6. Trajectory Generation

Given the learned cost volume, the final trajectory can
then be computed by minimizing Eq. (4). Note, however,
that this optimization with physical constraints is NP-hard.
On one hand, we evaluate and extend previous works on
trajectory sampling [3,21,38,48] with a more sophisticated
design by incorporating prior knowledge and structured out-
puts from perception and prediction. Furthermore, we lever-
age a GAN-based pipeline during the generator’s training to
solve the optimization problem. In this section, we describe
our sampling and generation algorithm.

The sampling and generating algorithms can be mainly
categorized into reference line-based and reference line-
free. Methods incorporating reference information can gen-
erate long-term consistent outputs in the loops. Since this
information rarely changes over time, bridging consecutive
frames promotes cross-frame stability. However, scenarios
still need to be handled where reference-related informa-
tion can hardly be obtained. To enhance the scalability of
our system, we follow [3, 48] to build curve and retrieval-
based sampler in reference-line free and illustrate them in
the appendix. The proposed lattice sampler, imitation plan-
ner, and GAN-based planner will be explained in this sec-
tion. They incorperate reference info constructed by visual
landmarks or commuting trajectories.

Lattice Sampler The lane centers and surrounding
agents’ movements are strong priors to construct the poten-
tial trajectory to be executed by the ADV. When landmarks

are available, the lane geometry can be exploited to guide
the trajectory sampling process. The predicted trajectory, on
the other hand, can be incorporated to generate interactive
behavior like following or overtaking in longitude. In our
paradigm, they are both available as depicted by Sec. 3.4
Sec. 3.1. In particular, we follow the trajectory parame-
terization and sampling philosophy proposed in [39, 45].
Our sampled trajectories consist of lane keep, lane change,
nudge, side pass in lateral, and follow, overtake, yield, stop
in longitude. We illustrate the detail in the appendix.

Imitation Planner For the imitation planner, previous ap-
proaches choose to mimic a human driver with one single
trajectory [22,24]. But such designs suffer from model col-
lapse in both longitude and lateral. Owing to our generator-
evaluator paradigm, we can generate a bunch of diverse can-
didates and pass them to the downstream evaluation task.
We follow multiple-trajectory [8] design in trajectory pre-
diction to estimate the conditional distribution P (S|fplan)
in motion planning task. Where S = [ŝ1, ...ŝm] is the tra-
jectories with m different maneuvers such as lane follow-
ing, lane changing, agent following, agent overtaking. fplan
stands for feature prepared for planning task. || stands for
concatenation.

fplan = [fscene||froute||fADV ] (7)

P (S|fplan) =
∑
M

P (S|m, fplan)P (m|fplan) (8)

Our imitation generator decodes a multitude of M possible
trajectories for ego move in local coordinates.

[ŝ1, ...ŝm] = G(fplan) (9)

During the training phase, we then identify mode m∗ that is
closest to the ground-truth trajectory according to distance
function,

Limit plan = arg min
i∈1,...m

dist(s̃, ŝi) (10)

We select L2 dist for the distance function.

GAN Based Planner The above imitation generator is
trained separately from our evaluator by different headers.
With the attempt to generate trajectory with minimal cost,
we propose a GAN base planner with modification to the
training paradigm that bridges the isolated optimization tar-
gets, so that Eq. (4) can be solved by learning. For standard
adversarial loss [16], also known as the min-max loss, the
generator tries to minimize the following function while the
discriminator tries to maximize it.

Lgan = min
G

max
D

(Ex[log(D(x))]+Ez[log(1−D(G(z)))])

(11)
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log(D(x)) refers to the probability that the discriminator
is rightly classifying the real case, maximizing log(1 −
D(G(z))) would help it to label the fake sample that comes
from the generator correctly. In our paradigm, we replace
the discriminator with an evaluator. But unlike the standard
discriminator in GAN, which gives qualitative labels that
indicate true or false, our evaluator outputs a score to mea-
sure the discrepancy between candidates quantitatively. So
the optimization target for evaluator Eq. (5) still holds, but
the learning target of the imitation planner becomes:

Lgenerator = E(G(m)) +Diff(s̃, G(m)) (12)

Levaluator = max
ŝ

[E(s̃)− E(ŝ) +Diff(s̃, ŝ)] (13)

with:
E(s) = C(s) =

∑
(xt,yt)∈s

C(xt, yt) (14)

Ct
xy = dec(fras) (15)

G(m) = Ŝ = [ŝ1, ...ŝm] (16)

Here, m is a hidden variable representing the manual in
planning.

However, the trajectory evaluation Eq. (14) involve in-
dex trajectory points in the learned cost volume Ct

xy =
dec(fras), which is non-differentiable, thus cannot be back
propagated to the generator. To address this issue, we use a
soft function to get a meaningful gradient. The grid sample
operator [1] is adopted here to obtain the gradients via in-
terpolation between values in our cost volume.

3.7. Safety layer

For on-road autonomous driving motion planning, a
strategy for safety coverage is necessary. The perception
occupancy and trajectory prediction results are used to vali-
date the trajectory candidates with respect to safety. The tra-
jectory prepared for the safety layer is a little bit different to
Eq. (2) in that no prior is assumed in decoding. We sort the
trajectories according to the evaluated costs and iterate them
to check the basic rule in modularized form(like trajectory
and bounding box) until we cache enough candidates by as-
cending order. To ensure cross-frame consistency, we re-
serve n validated trajectories with the lowest cost and com-
pare them with planning output in the last frame. The above
objective promotes the system’s robustness with respect to
the corner cases that our model fails to handle. We believe
such a layer of safety guarantee is indispensable for manu-
facturing our system at scale.

4. Experiments
We develop various baseline variants of our models un-

der both open-loop and closed-loop configurations for com-
prehensive ablative analyses, and we quantitatively bench-
mark these against cutting-edge alternative methodologies.

Method Mean L2 / hit-rate < 1m Avg.
1s 2s 3s

VectorNet [13] 0.75/0.80 1.72/0.40 2.85/0.22 1.34
GAD-uni 0.76/0.72 1.70/0.38 2.83/0.23 1.35

TNT [50] 0.65/0.78 1.01/0.57 1.72/0.34 0.90
GAD-multi 0.60/0.84 0.95/0.65 1.59/0.39 0.81

Table 1. Prediction Results in uni-modal and multi-modal.

We gather in-house datasets for both training and open-
loop evaluations, encompassing an extensive array of driv-
ing scenarios within densely populated urban settings. To
substantiate the feasibility of the data-driven planners, we
deactivate the functionalities in the safety layer as well as
the optimizer and safety backup subsystems in comparative
methodologies such as optimal control in UniAD [22], etc.

4.1. Prediction

For the prediction task, prior state-of-the-art methodolo-
gies are appraised within HD map-free context, wherein
solely the observable landmarks are furnished to the predic-
tors. We measure the performance of methods on root mean
squared error and hit-rate overall future timesteps t ∈ 1, 2, 3
seconds. In Tab. 1, we compare all methods using the same
inputs. In general, our multi-modal design with interactive
prior outperformed our reimplemented TNT [50] with 16
candidates, while the uni-modal version shared similar re-
sults with the current state-of-the-art.

4.2. Open-loop Planning

For open-loop planning, our analysis prioritizes two piv-
otal evaluation metrics: the L2 error and the collision rate.
The planning horizon is standardized at 3.0 seconds to en-
sure equitable comparison. We ascertain the L2 error by
quantifying the deviation of the planned trajectory from the
human driving trajectory and assess the frequency of poten-
tial collisions involving the ADV with other road agents. A
comprehensive comparison with antecedent methodologies
is delineated in Tab. 2. It is noteworthy that the imitation
strategy incurs penalties proportional to the trajectory’s di-
vergence from the empirical ground truth, resulting in min-
imal L2 errors across all examined horizons.

4.3. Closed-loop Experimental

Initially, we conducted an ablation study to assess the
necessity of various samplers within a closed road envi-
ronment. Subsequently, we identified the optimal sam-
pler combination for further evaluation on open urban road-
ways. The outcomes of this ablation study are delineated
in the appendix. Comprehensive real-world testing of these
methodologies was conducted in densely populated urban
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Method trajectory sources L2(m) Collision(%)
curve retrieval lane lattice model 1s 2s 3s 1s 2s 3s

UniAD [22]
√

uni 0.14 0.44 0.92 0.17 0.33 0.78
VAD [24]

√
uni 0.12 0.41 0.89 0.15 0.30 0.69

NMP [48]
√

0.25 1.19 2.96 0.08 0.16 1.05
MP3 [3]

√
0.42 1.31 2.73 0.09 0.22 0.97

P3 [38]
√

0.24 1.55 3.95 0.14 0.35 1.04

GAD-multi
√

multi 0.16 0.69 1.26 0.11 0.31 0.52
GAD-ref free

√ √
0.25 0.90 2.15 0.09 0.17 0.48

GAD-base
√ √

multi 0.20 0.84 1.84 0.10 0.31 1.07
GAD-gan

√ √
gan 0.18 0.80 1.67 0.09 0.28 1.02

Table 2. Open loop planning results of imitation based method, sampling based method and GAD.

Method comfort event in 30Km efficiency MPI
Lat. accel. Jerk ∆Steering Angle Collisions Lost control Discomfort Deviation Minute

UniAD [22] 0.351 3.12 3.68 - - - - 15.20 0.31

ST-P3 [21] 0.857 4.54 8.53 4 3 14 3 8.62 1.36

GAD-multi 0.489 1.22 2.89 4 1 2 4 5.60 2.72
GAD-lattice 0.728 2.26 4.22 2 0 4 2 5.68 3.75
GAD-base 0.531 1.20 4.21 3 1 3 1 5.56 3.75
GAD-GAN 0.511 1.15 3.52 3 1 2 1 5.51 4.28

DPQP 0.284 0.85 2.11 1 0 1 1 5.42 10.0

Table 3. Road Test Outcomes: Data were systematically collected during a 30 km road test, encompassing the computation of average time
per loop. Concurrently, measurements of lateral acceleration, jerk, and steering angle were meticulously recorded. The UniAD consistently
deviates and collides with obstacles, thereby failing to accumulate sufficient statistical data.

settings, under the vigilant supervision of human safety
drivers. The specific driving route utilized for our experi-
ments is depicted in the appendix. Throughout the exten-
sive public road testing, spanning over 30 kilometers, the
model adeptly executed a diverse array of complex maneu-
vers, such as lane-following, merging, yielding to pedestri-
ans. The results of these road tests are documented in Tab. 3

It is noteworthy that methodologies exhibiting superior
imitation metrics do not invariably demonstrate enhanced
performance in closed-loop evaluations. This discrepancy
may be attributable to the limitations of the imitation met-
ric in adequately assessing the complexities of planning
tasks. Nonetheless, the multi-modal imitation generator
and GAN-based generator significantly enhance the sys-
tem’s performance in both open-loop and closed-loop set-
tings, primarily in terms of the planner’s intelligence and the
continuity between consecutive frames. The efficiency and
comfort metrics both show improvements with the integra-
tion of data-driven generators. Closed-loop results suggest
that multimodality mitigates the brittleness inherent in im-
itation learning, while the lattice sampler further enhances

the robustness of the entire system.
To rigorously evaluate the efficacy of the proposed

methodology as a substitute for off-the-shelf planners, we
conducted a comparative analysis between the GAD and
a conventional modularized, user-level, rule-based system,
referred to as DPQP in Tab. 3. Notwithstanding, a dis-
cernible performance discrepancy persists in terms of sys-
tem’s robustness and comfortableness. We posit that in-
crease training data size could ameliorate this disparity.

5. Conclusions
We introduce a sophisticated DL pipeline from pre-

diction to motion planning in HD map-free setting, aug-
mented with an enhanced safety assurance. Our investi-
gations have yielded substantial enhancements over pre-
vailing data-driven methodologies within the complex ur-
ban environments of Shanghai. This paradigm enables the
safety deployment of learned planners in real-world scenar-
ios, offering interpretability and leveraging their capacity
to evolve with accumulating data, thereby managing sce-
narios of greater complexity than those addressed by tradi-
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tional rule-based systems. Future work may integrate gen-
erative learning techniques such as Generative Adversar-
ial Networks (GAN), Conditional Variational Autoencoders
(CVAE), and diffusion models to further augment the data-
driven capabilities in motion planning. Furthermore, evi-
dence suggests that while imitation learning can enhance
motion planning tasks, the imitation metric alone is insuffi-
cient as a definitive criterion for assessing the efficacy of
motion planners. It is recommended that subsequent re-
search in motion planning incorporate the imitation metric
to gauge the intelligence domain of planners and to develop
additional metrics for closed-loop evaluation.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Perception Outputs

At each timestamp, measured states for each tracked en-
tity are provided in terms of positions, velocities, and ac-
celerations. Furthermore, the perception module also pro-
vides information about all perceivable landmarks and road
boundaries ahead. Stop lines are also essential when the
ADV approaches the junction area. The above obstacles and
landmarks are either described by coordinates or measured

by polynomial curves, referred to as the parametric form.
The scene occupancy, on the other hand, is constructed us-
ing a grid map with a resolution of 0.2m, where each grid
cell is labeled according to its motion status, characterized
as non-parametric.

A.2. Scene Rasterization

The state of landmarks and road-bound is rasterized in
the same channels, facilitating traffic flow reasoning at in-
tersections. To capture the past motion of all traffic actors,
their bounding boxes at consecutive time steps are raster-
ized on top of map vector layers. Each historical actor poly-
gon is rasterized in the same channel as the current poly-
gon but with a reduced brightness level, resulting in the
fading effect. To distinct ADV from other agents, we ras-
terize ego’s polygon in an isolated channel, as well as it’s
fading history. The rasterized map contains a rendering of
traffic light permissibility in junctions, but we tackle it a lit-
tle bit trick to handle the robustness. we render permitted
(green light), yield (unprotected), or prohibited (red light )
by masking stop line with a static agent’s polygone that ex-
hibit permissibilit of current ego route. All in all, we obtain
a 3D tensor of size (Ha , Wa ,C), with C=5 binary channels
for the map.

A.3. Instance Vectorization

Parametric information such as surrounding vehicle po-
sitions, lane center lines and lane landmarks, are derived
with the form of discretized points to depict the traffic
scenes. Additionally, route information is obtained to fa-
cilitate the ADV in navigating to its intended destination.
Given that the vehicle’s historical positions are temporally
continuous, whereas the lane center lines, lane landmarks,
and route information are spatially continuous, they are
structured as vectors v that connect adjacent points. Specif-
ically, the ith vector can be defined as

vi = [pi, pi+1, ai] (17)

where pi represents the ith point, and ai denotes an at-
tribute that indicates its semantic label such as center lines
and visible landmarks.

Similar to the process of scene rasterization, traffic lights
are considered as static agents and can be vectorized using
unchanged vectors. Each vector can be seen as a node in a
graph. Subsequently, a sequence of nodes belonging to the
same category will be combined to form an instance, which
will then be interconnected within the graph.

A.4. Model structure

Our model architecture consists of two main branches.
The first rasterization branch, utilizes four convolutional
blocks with varying scales to extract short and long-range
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features, which are then used to derive the scene embed-
ding. Subsequently, the output from the rasterization branch
is fed into two identical-structured decoders, each contain-
ing four sub-blocks of deconvolution layers, allowing for
step-by-step upsampling to match the size of the input from
the rasterization branch. The decoders generate cost vol-
umes and prediction grid maps.

Concurrently, the vectorization branch processes para-
metric instance information through a PointNet subgraph,
which includes three edge convolutions. The output from
this branch is then passed through a downstream Trans-
former encoder to obtain the instance encoding. Note that
the rasterization branch has more layers than the vectoriza-
tion branch as the input is much denser than the vectorized
graph.

Following the extraction of the scene embedding, fea-
tures by oriented crop around the agents are obtained. These
features are then processed through a sequence of max-
pooling and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The resulting
features are concatenated with the instance encoding to cre-
ate the agent encoding, which is subsequently decoded by
an MLP to obtain each agent’s trajectory.

A.5. Route

As indicated previously, the route plays a critical role
in guiding ADVs along roadways. Our route information
comes from two primary channels: the lane center line and
historical commuting trajectories.

The lane center lines, which can be accessed in percep-
tion channels, are mainly utilized for cruising scenarios, as
the ADV consistently travels along the middle of the lane,
and if it deviates from the center, it will be guided back to
avoid hazards from adjacent lanes.

However, in lane-changing scenarios, vehicles move
across lane markers, making the lane center line ineffective
in determining optimal positions for lane changes. Con-
sequently, historical commuting trajectories are utilized to
capture the lane-change starting and ending positions. Upon
reaching the lane-change starting position or during the
lane-change process, the collected trajectory supersedes the
center line as the route, providing guidance for the ADV to
change lanes.

Likewise, in turning scenarios, the absence of landmarks
without HD-maps results in the ADV lacking appropriate
instructions to navigate intersections. To address this, the
starting and ending positions for turning are recorded. As
the ADV approaches intersections, human-driving trajecto-
ries are employed as the route to guide the ADV through the
intersections.

A.6. Curve Based Sampler

In this appendix, we present the sampling procedure with
more details. We follow [48] with little modifications for

comfort concerns. Vehicle trajectories can be categorized
into two primary types: straight and turning. And turning
trajectories encompass lane changes and turning at intersec-
tions. Lane-changing trajectories are characterized by vari-
able curvature over time, while turning at intersections fol-
lows circular-like curves. As straight lines can be treated as
a special case of curves, we introduce the curve-based sam-
pler that focuses on generating straight, constant curvature
circle-like, and variable curvature clothoid-like trajectories.

For straight ones, a sequence of acceleration values are
sampled to account for various velocity-changing scenarios,
which are subsequently integrated over time to obtain speed
profiles. With initial states(the position and heading angle)
of the autonomous vehicle, a set of straight trajectories can
be obtained.

Circle trajectories employ the bicycle model [31] to es-
tablish the relationship between steering angle ϕ and path
curvature κ, represented by the formula κ = 2tan(ϕ)/L ≈
2ϕ/L, where L is the distance between the front and rear
axles of the autonomous vehicle. Using a constant curva-
ture and different sampled speed profiles, a set of circle tra-
jectories can be derived.

Clothoid curves involve a proportional relationship be-
tween the curvature κ of a point and its distance to the orig-
inal point ξ, which can be defined as

s(ξ) = s0 + a

[
C

(
ξ

a

)
T0 + S

(
ξ

a

)
N0

]
(1)

C(ξ) =

∫ ξ

0

cos

(
πu2

2

)
du (2)

S(ξ) =

∫ ξ

0

sin

(
πu2

2

)
du (3)

Where s(ξ) is the clothoid curve, T0 and N0 are the
tangent and normal vector of point s0, S(ξ) and C(ξ) are
associated coefficients and defined as the Fresnel integral.
As the shapes of clothoid curves solely determined by the
scaling factor a, we can generate a variety of clothoid trajec-
tories by considering a suitable range for a, in combination
with the initial curvature obtained from the bicycle model
and the speed profiles.

A.7. Lattice Sampler

The lattice sampler is a reference line-based method used
to acquire multiple candidate trajectories along the refer-
ence line, taking into account future movements of sur-
rounding obstacles to avoid potential hazards.

To begin, this method involves sampling multiple can-
didate trajectories based on the Frenet Frame, where the
smooth lane central line is projected to the S coordinate and
its normal direction is the L coordinate. Trajectories are
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composed of longitudinal and lateral paths, with the lon-
gitudinal one described as the station and time, denoted as
S = {s(t)}, and the lateral path described as the lateral
station and longitudinal one denoted, denoted L = l(s).

When sampling trajectories, given the initial
state [s0, s

′

0, s
′′

0 ], [l0, l
′

0, l
′′

0 ] at time t0, the end states
[s1, s

′

1, s
′′

1 ], [l1, l
′

1, l
′′

1 ] at time t1 are sampled to cover
cruising, following, overtaking and stopping maneuvers,
and consequently fits polynomials.

As for cruising maneuvers, vehicles must adhere to a
specific cruising speed by adjusting their acceleration and
deceleration. Therefore a set of prediction time horizon t1
and end-condition longitudinal velocities s

′

1 are uniformly
sampled within a pre-defined range of the cruising speed.
This sampling process is facilitated by a quartic polynomial.

When it comes to stopping maneuvers, vehicles are
obliged to come to a complete stop within a designated dis-
tance in order to comply with traffic signals or ensure a safe
distance from stationary obstacles. In this scenario, the end
states such as speed and accelerations are fixed at 0, while
the prediction time t1 and end longitudinal distance s1 are
sampled. These parameters are then described using a quin-
tic polynomial.

Regarding following and overtaking maneuvers, these
actions often arise when a preceding vehicle is moving at
a slower pace or a new vehicle unexpectedly merges into
a lane. The execution of these complex maneuvers is fa-
cilitated through the use of an s-t graph, which depicts the
occupation of the lane by vehicles over time as illustrated in
Figure x. By analyzing the s-t graph, end states can be sam-
pled within unoccupied areas, marked in red (for overtak-
ing) and blue (for following), thus facilitating the comple-
tion of these maneuvers through the use of a quintic poly-
nomial.

Finally, these polynomials can be transformed back to
Cartesian coordinate system to obtain the corresponding
trajectories, which are consequently evaluated for compli-
ance with kinematic constraints. If any trajectory does not
meet the requirements, it will be removed from the sam-
pling set.

A.8. Retrieval-based Sampler

The retrieval-based sampler does not depend on the map
or lane information to generate trajectories, instead, it re-
trieves a cluster of trajectories whose initial state are close
to the ADV’s current state from a pre-established expert tra-
jectory dataset.

To build the expert trajectory dataset, we utilized about
350 hours of driving trajectories from experienced human
drivers. However, a substantial portion of the original hu-
man driving trajectories contains duplicate or very similar
samples. Drawing inspiration from [3], we conducted sub-
division and clustering on the original human driving tra-

jectories in order to preserve diversity while simplifying the
expert trajectory dataset.

To subdivide the original trajectories into different bins,
we use the initial velocity v, acceleration a and curvature κ,
with respective bin sizes of 1.0m

s , 0.5m
s2 , 0.01 1

m . In each
bin, trajectories are clustered into 2000 sets, and the clos-
est trajectory to each cluster center is retained. Finally, the
trajectories from each subset will be aggregated to the com-
prehensive expert trajectory dataset.

Furthermore, we use kd-tree to organize the expert tra-
jectory dataset for speeding up the query and sampling of
ADV. Each trajectory is constructed as a node in the k-d
tree, with its initial state ( v0, a0, κ0 ) serving as the basis
for the tree’s partitioning.

When it comes to sampling, the current state of ADV will
be used as a query vector q=(vADV , aADV , κADV ) to select
trajectories from the k-d tree and the distance function for
k-d tree nodes is defined as:

D = β1 ·|v−vADV |+β2 ·|a−aADV |+β3 ·|κ−κADV | (1)

In this paper, we assign different weights to the differ-
ences in velocity v, acceleration a and curvature κ, with
β1 = 1.0, β2 = 5.0, β3 = 40.0 and all nodes with D < 1.0
will be added into output for the retrieval-based sampler.

A.9. Hardware

Our autonomous driving algorithms have undergone rig-
orous testing on the recently launched Jiyue 01 vehicle,
whose detailed parameters can be found in the following
link: https://www.jiyue-auto.com/robocar-
01. The Jiyue 01 is equipped with a comprehensive sensor
suite, which includes 11 cameras strategically positioned
to provide front, side, rear, and surround-view coverage.
Additionally, the vehicle features 5 millimeter-wave radars,
enabling accurate perception in challenging weather condi-
tions, and 12 ultrasonic radars for close-range detection.

Moreover, the Jiyue 01 is fitted with 2 NVIDIA Orin-X
chips, representing a powerful and advanced autonomous
driving hardware and software platform. Specifically engi-
neered for autonomous driving, these chips offer a process-
ing capability of 508 TOPS, meeting the high demands of
algorithm design and ensuring optimal performance. More
NVIDIA-Orin parameters can be found in the following
link: https://developer.nvidia.com/drive/
agx.

A.10. Task Perf

The perception module is implemented on the master
chip, whereas the GAD resides on the subsequent chip. We
enumerate the time expenditures associated with each task
in Tab. 4. These tasks are orchestrated by a flow-based
scheduler, facilitating concurrent execution as depicted in
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Figure 4. Tasks on board

Task Time Cost(ms)
Ave 90p Max

Build Frame 0.77 1.13 5.47
Build Obstacles 0.37 0.67 5.35

Build Reference Line 0.52 0.82 10.61
BackBone / Imitation planner 40.90 51.05 81.43

Curve Based Sampler 5.12 10.75 15.64
Retrival Based Sampler 8.31 12.16 19.22

Lattice Sampler 9.83 15.15 40.51
Cost Evaluator 0.58 1.39 9.95
Safety Layer 0.32 0.53 8.12

Over All 50.24 72.26 108.72

Table 4. Task perf on board.

Fig. 4. The deployment of the model via TensorRT is con-
ducted without the utilization of acceleration techniques
such as quantization or pruning.

A.11. Road Test

Our road tests are conducted in the Jiading District of
Shanghai, China, known as ”Shanghai Automobile City”.
The detailed testing route is illustrated in Figure 5, encom-
passing straight stretches, lane changes, intersections, and
turning scenes involving various traffic participants.

The route begins at No.1688 Yecheng Road, a road with
two lanes in each direction that encounters frequent cars and
electric bicycles. It passes through two intersections con-
trolled by traffic lights before entering a three-lane structure
and making a careful lane change to the right-most lane,
where sometimes occupied by static vans. It then queues
before the stop line and then turns onto Shengxin Road,
a four-lane-per-direction road heavily congested commuter
route with significant traffic flows in all directions.

While weaving through vehicles on Shengxin Road and
go straight across the first intersection, the route carefully
enters the right-most lane, and then turns right, encoun-
tering electric bicycles and vehicles from different direc-
tions at the intersection. After turning onto South Huicheng
Road, a one lane per direction road often occupied by pas-
sengers and tricycles, the traffic flows are slowed down, re-
quiring careful navigations.

The route then follows a right-turning at the next in-
tersection and enters Huocheng Road, a narrow one-lane-
per-direction road where trucks from the opposite direction
sometimes encroaching on the ego lane, necessitating slight
steering to avoid collisions. Proceeding through the next
intersection, the route goes straight and executes an unpro-
tected left turn to cross a bustling transportation route fre-
quently used by trucks. Finally, the route circles back to
Yecheng Road and returns to destination No.1688. The to-
tal length of the test route is 3.0 kilometers long.

A.12. Dateset

We collected the record files in 15 hours, which cap-
tured the perception output, the ADV trajectory, and route
info. All the records are post-processed to obtain 200k clips
in total. By default, we take the 1.5s of past context and
predict/plan the future 3.0s contexts, corresponding to 15
frames in the past and 30 frames in the future. We partition
the dataset into 16w for training and 4w for testing.

We collected 15 hours of record files, containing mes-
sages such as perception outputs, ADV trajectories, traffic
lights and route information. Following the collection, a
thorough data cleaning process was implemented to analyze
and identify the recorded data. Errors such as unconverged
ADV localizations and perception frames of irregular fre-
quencies were identified and excluded in order to enhance
the quality and reliability of the dataset. The records were
then categorized into different scenarios including cruis-
ing, lane-change, and turning scenarios. Subsequently, less-
common but crucial scenarios, such as unprotected left turn-
ing scenarios, were amplified by data augmentation, in or-
der to achieve a well-balanced dataset. While data augmen-
tation resulted in higher loss during training since difficult
scenarios were added to the dataset, it enhanced the model’s
performance and generalization capability. Finally, all the
records were post-processed to obtain 200k clips in total.
By default, we take the 1.5 seconds of past contexts and
plan for the future 3.0 seconds of contexts, corresponding
to 15 frames in the past and 30 frames in the future. We
partition the dataset into 160k for training and 40k for test-
ing.

A.13. Training details

The Adam optimizer is used with an initial learning rate
of 5e−4 and a batch size of 32. The scheduler of reduce
on loss plateau decay is also implemented, with a reduc-
ing factor of 0.3 and a patience factor of 2, which means
that if there is no improvement after 2 epochs, the learn-
ing rate will be reduced by 0.3 times the original value. The
lower bound of the learning rate is set to 10−8 and the model
parameters are randomly initialized. Experiments are con-
ducted with 4 NVIDIA A800 GPUs with 60 epochs to com-
plete.
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Figure 5. Test Drive Route

In the first stage of our proposed two-stage training
model, we regress a grid map by a cnn encoder-decoder
backbone, which represents the occupation that vehicles
may distribute in the future. Specifically, cnn-encoder em-
beds the scene image into feature map with 12 convolution
layers, and then 4 deconvolution layers are used to decode
feature map to the output map.

In the second stage of obstacle trajectory prediction, we
reuse the CNN encoding layer from the first stage and ini-
tialize the encoder parameters with the last training step. As
for obstacle trajectory prediction, we use an LSTM layer to
replace the cnn decoder. In order to concentrate more on ob-
stacles, we crop the encoding feature map centered agents,
as the local scene feature of obstacles. The cropping direc-
tion aligns with the orientation of the obstacles. The local
scene feature map will be embedding as a local scene vector
through a Multi-Layer Perceptron layer and a max-pooling
layer. Then, the local scene vector will be sent to the LSTM
decoder, concatenated with agent’s history vectorized em-
bedding vector.
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